
All season sports resort

Iwate Heights Pension Village
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Iwate Heights, located on the slope of Mt. Iwate, has seventeen 
pensions and adequate sports facilities. These pensions should please 
visitors of all tastes. The owners will teach you ceramic art, how to make 
stained glass, rock climbing, canoeing and other outdoor activities. The 
skiing field (vertical drop: 600m, longest run: 2.6km) is favorable among 
ladies. All-weather tennis courts, and a paraglider school are available. 

The south foot of Mt. Iwate is known as a good flight area for 
paragliding. You can take paraglider lessons all year round. 
Instructors help you challenge the sky. 

パラグライダーで大空へ飛び出そう�

From Morioka or Shizukuishi Station, you can get a bus for Amihari 
Onsen.

　　(　Iwate Kogen) about 50min. ¥1,090

盛岡からは網張温泉行きのバスに乗る�

From Morioka

Transportation

       (Shizukuishi Sta.)+       (　Iwate Kogen) 
about 20 + 38min. ¥320 + 750

Information
Reference / phone:019-693-3010 
(Iwate Heights Pension Village Information)
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　　(　Shizukuishi Ski Jo) 

Site of 1993 Alpine Ski World Championships 

Shizukuishi Skiing Field
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The 1993 Alpine Ski World Championships were held for the first 
time in Asia at Shizukuishi skiing field. Going up to the summit by the 
first gondola, you can see a panoramic view of Mt. Chokai and Mt. 
Iwate. Here the men's down hill course starts (longest run: 5.0km, 
vertical drop: 930m). Shizukuishi has good course variations, layout, 
lifts and other facilities and visitors with children can ski comfortably. 
There are two cross-country courses (2km and 3km) near the site.

You can ski on the same course as where the champions 
competed. Once you start, you will feel like a racer.

世界のトップレーサーが滑ったコースを滑ってみないか�

From Morioka Station, Shizukuishi Station and  Hanamaki Airport 
you can get a bus for Shizukuishi Ski Jo in winter or take a taxi.

　　(　Shizukuishi Ski Jo) 
about 50min. ¥1,100

冬期には直通バスが運行�

From Morioka

Transportation

about 30min. ¥560

(Shizukuishi Sta.)
about 20min.＋20min. ¥320＋¥3,300

From Shizukuishi Sta. 

Information
Reference / phone:019-693-1111 (Shizukuishi 
Prince Hotel)
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Wonderful autumn leaves are real finds.

Kakkonda Gorge
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Driving along the Kakkonda River from Genbu Spa to Takinoue Spa, 
you can enjoy wonderful autumn leaves. It is strange that not many 
people know about here to enjoy the scenery. The road will be 
reopened by the spring in 2001. There is the Kakkonda geothermal 
power plant, the 6th geothermal power plant in Japan, on the upper 
reaches of the gorge. The power plant generates eighty thousand 
kilowatts and is the most capable power plant in Japan.

Going down to the stream bank, you will find all stones rounded by 
the stream. How about choosing your favorite stone and painting a 
picture on it? It will help you remember your trip.

石にペインティング�

Take a bus for Genbu Onsen, and get off at the terminal. Then you have to walk.  
If you take  a taxi or a rental car, you can go forward.

　　(transfer at　Sanshaza Jinja -
　Genbu Onsen) about ¥80min. ¥1,120

玄武温泉でバスを降りてゆっくり散歩がオススメ�

From Morioka

Transportation

　　(Shizukuishi Sta.)          (　Genbu Onsen)
 about 20 + 25 + 20min. ¥320 + ¥560

　　(Shizukuishi Sta.-Takinoue Onsen)
  about 50 + 20min. ¥5,600
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Enjoy skiing and approach nature

Amihari Skiing Field
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Amihari has long been known for its snow quality, layout, terrains for 
all skiing tastes and for its hot spring spa. You can see a panoramic 
view of Mt. Hachimantai, Mt. Hayachine and Mt. Iwate from the 
summit. Here you can start skiing through the soft rime. Snowshoes 
and snow scoots are available for rent. Camping sites, tennis courts 
and lift facilities are available in summer. You can enjoy paragliding 
and the nature game.

Do you know the nature game? Laying down on the ground covered with fallen 
leaves, you become a part of the ground. How will you feel and what will you 
find? Will you find any difference between the earth of Japan and your country?

地球の一部になってみる�

From Morioka Station, and Shizukuishi Station you can get a bus for 
Amihari Onsen.

　　(　Amihari Onsen) 
about 40min. ¥1,140

盛岡駅や雫石駅から�
網張温泉行きのバスを利用する�

From Morioka

Transportation

about 43min. ¥810

From Shizukuishi Sta. 

Information
Reference / phone:019-693-2211
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Wonderful autumn leaves are real finds.

Kakkonda Gorge
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Driving along the Kakkonda River from Genbu Spa to Takinoue Spa, 
you can enjoy wonderful autumn leaves. It is strange that not many 
people know about here to enjoy the scenery. The road will be 
reopened by the spring in 2001. There is the Kakkonda geothermal 
power plant, the 6th geothermal power plant in Japan, on the upper 
reaches of the gorge. The power plant generates eighty thousand 
kilowatts and is the most capable power plant in Japan.

Going down to the stream bank, you will find all stones rounded by 
the stream. How about choosing your favorite stone and painting a 
picture on it? It will help you remember your trip.

石にペインティング�

Take a bus for Genbu Onsen, and get off at the terminal. Then you have to walk.  
If you take  a taxi or a rental car, you can go forward.

　　(transfer at　Sanshaza Jinja -
　Genbu Onsen) about ¥80min. ¥1,120

玄武温泉でバスを降りてゆっくり散歩がオススメ�

From Morioka

Transportation

　　(Shizukuishi Sta.)          (　Genbu Onsen)
 about 20 + 25 + 20min. ¥320 + ¥560

　　(Shizukuishi Sta.-Takinoue Onsen)
  about 50 + 20min. ¥5,600
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Enjoy skiing and approach nature

Amihari Skiing Field
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Amihari has long been known for its snow quality, layout, terrains for 
all skiing tastes and for its hot spring spa. You can see a panoramic 
view of Mt. Hachimantai, Mt. Hayachine and Mt. Iwate from the 
summit. Here you can start skiing through the soft rime. Snowshoes 
and snow scoots are available for rent. Camping sites, tennis courts 
and lift facilities are available in summer. You can enjoy paragliding 
and the nature game.

Do you know the nature game? Laying down on the ground covered with fallen 
leaves, you become a part of the ground. How will you feel and what will you 
find? Will you find any difference between the earth of Japan and your country?

地球の一部になってみる�

From Morioka Station, and Shizukuishi Station you can get a bus for 
Amihari Onsen.

　　(　Amihari Onsen) 
about 40min. ¥1,140

盛岡駅や雫石駅から�
網張温泉行きのバスを利用する�
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